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Consumers have accelerated their shift to digital channels, 
particularly over the last 12 months. Now more than ever 
before, consumers use their digital devices for a whole host of 
transactions—from ordering pizza to sending birthday presents 
and now to conducting their day-to-day banking. 

That means they expect their experiences with their financial institution 
(FI) to be similar to those setting the digital standard for ease, simplicity 
and speed. Think Netflix, Amazon and Apple. That same modern, 
seamless experience is what consumers want, whether they’re in your 
branch, at your ATM or on your app. 

Enterprise software holds the key to unlocking these possibilities across 
the banking ecosystem. 

In this paper, we’ll explore how enterprise ATM software can bring this 
valuable self-service device into the digital banking age, including:

• How ATMs continue to evolve to meet changing consumer 
expectations

• Moving from legacy silo to cohesive cross channel platform

• The role of enterprise software in delivering a modern ATM 
experience



ATMs are still the primary way people access cash across the globe—and while 
the number of cash withdrawals shows a level of decline in some markets, the 
value of each transaction is growing. The amount of cash in circulation also 
continues to grow. 

The ATM enables access to cash, anywhere, anytime, and it’s simple and immediate. It provides 
access for both a FI's own customers and others, and doesn’t require the user to download 
an app or provide a personal device. And it’s trusted by all consumers, including those wary of 
mobile and digital banking services. Being part of the FI’s secure network, and with a secure 
software stack entirely controlled by the FI, the ATM is the most available, secure and robust 
access point for digital services.

And with full functionality, they can truly be a branch in a box, offering that access point to 
digital banking services. 

But to do this, the ATM has to escape its traditional silo and become an  
extension of the digital channel. The burning question is how?

1. Digital first at the ATM
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Enterprise software holds the key to transforming the ATM into a digital 

channel. One that can reuse digital assets and investments to give consumers 

that digital experience without the need for mobile apps or other technology.

It's not about exactly replicating the digital offer on the ATM; it’s about providing what’s relevant 
and sensible for ATM and branch devices. What’s more, it’s flexible, so FIs can tailor the services 
available at the ATM by including a location profile as well as an individual consumer bias. 

Think of an ATM next to a nightclub. You can tailor its bias to focus on fast cash withdrawal 
transactions. Meanwhile, an ATM in a branch lobby could offer a whole suite of more complex 
transactions—from account opening to lost card replacement. 

Best of all, with enterprise architecture at the ATM, you get the speed, agility and flexibility that 
you just can’t achieve with legacy technology. It moves your focus from just the ATM to digital 
investment, opening up access to digital development and implementation budgets and bringing 
a whole new level of importance to the ATM in delivering banking access to consumers. 

2. Enterprise software: Transforming the ATM  
     into a truly connected experience
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Modern, flexible approach using web-based technology 

Enterprise ATM software changes the architecture of the ATM software stack. The essential 
application components that deal with device operation and security remain on the ATM, but 
the transaction and consumer service functions as well as the user experience are placed on an 
enterprise server shared by the whole ATM fleet. 

This means the user experience is published by the server and securely cached on the ATM. The 
consumer is then using a browser-based UI, from which commands are passed through an API 
interface into the terminal software, which then operates the ATM. 

These applications use modern tools and languages, including HTML5 and JavaScript, that are 
aligned to an FI’s current IT infrastructure and staff skill sets. This allows for rapid changes and 
updates, while giving FIs the opportunity to do more configuration and development of services 
and transactions themselves.

Breaking the dependency on the switch

The changes go beyond just the ATM software stack—enterprise software also makes critical 
improvements to the wider system architecture. Gone is the need to process all transactions 
through the switch. In legacy systems, the switch controls everything at the ATM. But now, with 
Enterprise Software introducing APIs and webservices, it’s easy to route transactions directly to 
the core. This is what truly enables digital experiences and enables services offered on mobile or 
online to also be accessible at the ATM.



3. The ATM enterprise architecture
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Provision of services on a targeted basis 

One of the big advantages of moving to an enterprise—or server—approach is being able 
to simplify updating or adding to the services and consumer experience offered at that ATM. 
Now, web technology can publish any updates directly from the server, removing the need for 
traditional software distribution deployment. 

Browsers on the ATMs regularly search the server to check for updates and, when available, 
download them into their secure caches. This synchronization happens in the background so 
there’s no impact on the consumer service quality; it’s controlled by a synchronization agent on 
the ATM. 

What’s more, updates can be scheduled during the night to preserve bandwidth. For the first 
time ever, it’s now feasible for ATM updates to be as agile and responsive as those in any other 
digital channel.

One important capability of enterprise architecture is targeting services for specific locations, 
ATMs or customer groups. Using a “campaign manager” tool, administrators can orchestrate 
precisely which services are offered where, when and to whom—making the ATM a fully 
customer centric device. 

If you have ATMs throughout France, for example, but you have an update package published by 
the server and labeled as relevant only for ATMs in Paris, then only your Paris-based ATMs will 
download it. 
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The package can even specify what time of day and which customer profile gets to access those 
screens or services once they’re available on the ATM. 

Simple access to other services offered on other channels  

ATM enterprise architecture brings closer alignment to digital banking services, making it 
possible to expand the services available on your ATM channel. By using the same common APIs 
as digital banking—although implementation may vary to suit the ATM environment—the ATM 
enterprise enables a much richer set of services, meeting the high expectations of consumers 
for comprehensive banking services on any channel.  

How can enterprise software expand your ATM services?   

• Add calendar and appointment booking using existing scheduling APIs 

• Offer cardless services, including emergency cash and transaction pre-staging 

• Enable service enrollment through ATM (most secure channel) 

• Add loan or mortgage payments at the ATM (pay by cash or check) 

• Increase account services (transacting on multiple accounts including non-card accounts 
such as loan payment, funds transfer, balance and more

• Make charity donations—through a donation service partner 

• Transportation Card top-ups—directly integrated with the Transport Company system  

• Enable insurance certificate printing (pdf)—reusing existing pdf server 

• Make bill payments—integrate with the billers via APIs

 
This is what an enterprise enabled UI could look like:
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The path to enterprise: Partner with NCR  

The ATM is at a crossroads in terms of how it’s perceived and used and in the technology that drives 
it. The technology needs to evolve to simplify the ATM, bringing it out of its legacy switch-based silo 
and into the digital age. Once that happens, the ATM will be ready to take on a vital new role as a 
secure digital access point to banking services instead of a simple cash automation device. And with 
NCR Enterprise ATM software, it’s simple to get there. 

NCR Enterprise software options   

NCR provides two enterprise ATM software options, NDC Enterprise and Activate Enterprise, to 
meet the needs of different global banking infrastructures and IT strategies. 

NCR NDC Enterprise 

NDC Enterprise offers your consumers the most modern, broad mix of transactions possible 
while achieving operational agility and efficiency. This frees your ATM network from the shackles 
of the switch for both NCR and multi-vendor ATMs. It extends your channel capabilities with new 
transactions and gives you greater control of transaction flows. And it offers engaging, targeted 
interactions and rich personalized experiences for consumers, as well as wide-ranging, targeted 
marketing capabilities.

NCR Activate Enterprise Next-Gen

You can also offer your consumers the most modern, broad mix of transactions while achieving 
operational agility and efficiency with NCR Activate Enterprise Next-Gen. Winner of an ATMIA award 
for the best Next-Gen ATM application, it includes both self-service and video-assisted banking 
capability as well as broad-based and targeted marketing  functions. Activate Enterprise delivers 
the user interface that both your consumers and your IT specialists expect in this era of digital 
banking. And it offers a touch screen, tablet-like experience that’s easy and intuitive to use, and fast 
and easy to manage using web technologies.
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Why NCR?

Your ATM enterprise, made simple.

To learn more about NCR’s enterprise ATM 
solutions, visit NCR.com/banking or contact 

NCR at NCR.com/contact-us.


